Q. The most healthy edible oil for heart is Q. Rubber is a product of Q. Who was the first woman President of the Indian National Congress?
Q. Prime Minister NarendraModi launched India's first indigenously developed vaccine _________
on March 9, 2015.
Q. Which state is the winner of Ranji Trophy 2014-15?
Q. Who was declared man of the tournament in world cup Cricket 2015?
Q. In which of the following States are the Ajanta caves situated?
Q. The JallianwalaBagh Massacre took place during the Viceroyalty of Q. Among the given nutrients, milk is a poor source of Q. Which of the following countries are joined by the Palk Strait?
Q. LED, LCD, CRT are the names related to different types of Q. Who among the following foreigners is the recipient of Padma Vibhushan for the year 2015?
Q. Which seventh century Indian mathematician was the first in the world to treat 'zero' as a
number and show its mathematical operations?
Q. The list of persons not containing an RBI Governor is Q. If you have the option of buying a refrigerator with 1 star, 3 star, 5 star rating given by BEE
Q. Tides are primarily a result of the Q. The body fights infections with the help of Q. Vinegar, very commonly used in Chinese food is actually Q. Cub is a baby animal related to Q. Which unfortunate event took place in the year 1919?
Q. Which of the following Valleys is known as "Paradise of Earth"?
Q. What name is given to the soil brought down by the rivers?
Q. Which is the largest freshwater lake in India?
Q. Which of the following festival associated with full-moon day?
Q. The terms 'bull' and 'bear' are used in -

Q. Name of the longest Train route of India Q. Sarojini Naidu became the Governor of which Indian State?
Q. The group of substances that can burn easily are Q. Which of the following is a fish?
Q. Which of the following is a fungal disease?
Q. Sri Pranab Mukherjee was elected as MP from which of the following places before
becoming the President of India?
Q. In MICR, C stands for Q. Which of the following company has been barred by SEBI for accessing capital market for 3
yrs?
Q. The first Railway Station in India having WiFi facility is Q. The number of players on each side in baseball is Q. G20 Summit 2014 held on Q. In word, you can use Styles to Q. Which of the following is used by the browser to connect to the location of the Internet
resources?
Q. ___is the process of carrying out commands.
Q. Information that comes from an external source and fed into computer software is called Q. Which of the following categories would include a keyboard?
Q. What happens when we try to delete the files from a floppy?
Q. The saltiest sea is Q. Where is the Sahara Desert?
Q. What is the name of the Parliament of Bangladesh?
Q. The world's tallest free-standing structure is Q. India's Direct Cash Transfer Scheme draws similarities from models of which country Q. The Finance Minister's Budget speech presented to the Indian Parliament every year usually
has two parts. What does the Part A relate to ‘Q. The Speaker of the LokSabha is elected by -

Q. Which is the smallest gland in human body?
Q. 'Supply creates its own demand' means Q. The sign of country's growth is Q. A Bank's "Fixed Deposit" is also referred to as a Q. A device which converts AC into DC is known as Q. Who was the last Governor General of India?
Q. A compound used in medicine as a pain killer is Q. The least distance of distinct vision is Q. The word CNG in the transport network system stands for Q. 2015 cricket World Cup is held in Q. The longest rock tunnel of the world is located is Q. Market is an economic leads to which of the following trends?
Q. The film 'Kai Po Che' is based on the novel Q. 'AGMARK' is related with Q. 'AGMARK' is related with Q. The virus responsible for AIDS is an example of Q. Yeast is an example of Q. Bats can fly in the dark, because Q. The sky appears blue, because Q. Kaziranga wildlife reserve is in Q. Why are plants grown along river banks?
Q. Trees shed their leaves in winter season to Q. Raja Rammohan Roy was not connected with Q. Sunita Williams has set the record for the maximum number of space-walks by a woman
astronaut. The exact number of the walks is
Q. In which year was "Jana GanaMana" adopted as the National Anthem?

Q. The Rama Krishna Mission was founded by Q. What menu is selected to print?
Q. The ___ key and the ___ key can be used in combination with other keys to perform shortcuts
and special tasks.
Q. Which of the following is not a type of broadband Internet connection?
Q. Name the storage medium (compatible with speed of CPU) for storing instructions or data
temporarily during processing Q. A mobile phone charger is Q. The sex of a newborn baby is determined by the chromosome inherited from
Q. Ajanta-Ellora Caves are situated near
Q. Who proposed the adage "Survival of the fittest"?
Q. Which one out of the following helps in burning?
Q. Which among the following movements was not led by Mahatma Gandhi?
Q. India is the largest producer and consumer of
Q. The basic function of technology 'Blue Tooth' is to allow
Q. The space agency NASA belongs to
Q. What is common about famous personalities Manish Malhotra, J.J. Valya and RohitBal?
Q. A situation of monopoly in the market refers to
Q. Which of the following is the right match for Olympics medal winners from India?
Q. From which of the following items India export the most?
Q. Paper was invented in Q. In cricket, the two sets of wicket are

